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OUR

MISSION
To care for cats in dire
need and give our less
fortunate feline friends
a warm, loving and
caring environment that
allows them to live out
their lives.
To attempt to find
loving homes for cats
and kittens that come
into our care.
To promote
responsible pet
ownership through
public education,
early spaying and
neutering programs
and promoting other
care programs.
The Foundation operates a
no-kill facility - euthanasia
as an option only when
the animal cannot enjoy a
reasonable quality of life.

C.R.A. # 899091128RR0001
Alberta Charitable # 3101541
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It takes 450 lbs. of dry cat food, 75 cases of canned food and 800 lbs. of litter
PER MONTH to take care of the hundreds of stray, abandoned and unwanted cats
and kittens that The Hervey Foundation for Cats takes in at their facility each year.
Many of these animals find new homes – BUT – many fall into permanent care at
our facility.

• BABY FOOD (pref.chicken with broth)
• large scratching post
• cat litter deodorizer
• kitty condos
• TURBO SCRATCHERS
• GLAD garbage bags
• pinesol, PAPER TOWELS
• fabric softener, bleach
• Tide detergent (no lemon scent)
• JUMBO LITTER PANS
• bistro/food feeders
(Dog medium size)

• kitty toys
• CAT BEDS
• Chain link fence panels,
minimum 5 ft in height

• FRISKIES canned cat food
• dry cat food (IAMS please!)
• Gift cards Canadian Tire, Walmart
For purchasing pet & cleaning supplies

With costs of several thousands per month
the Foundation needs the support of the
caring public in carrying out it’s mission.

ALL DONATIONS WELCOME
CALL MARJORIE AT 780-963-4933

Financial donations may be made by mail, phone, paypal!

Donations may also be dropped off at City of Edmonton Animal Control at
12515 128 St. They are open 9:30 am-5:30 pm weekdays, 9:30 am-4:30 pm on Saturdays
and are closed Sundays and on Statutory Holidays. Please clearly mark your packages
Hervey Foundation. If you would like a tax receipt, please also attach your name, address,
and approximate value of the item. THANK YOU!
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Cats in Crisis: Part 4

by

Marjorie Hervey
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So you have thought about it and thought about
it, and now you have decided that you want to
add a feline companion to your life and you are
excited. BUT HAVE YOU REALLY THOUGHT
ABOUT IT? Here are some important things that
need to be considered before actually getting a
cat and the failure to consider these things is
what often puts cats into crisis, causing many
rescue groups and shelters to have to deal with
them instead.
First of all, cats live 15 to 20 years so this is a
long term commitment. Next, you need to look
at your living space. Are you renting? If so, are
you allowed to have a cat? What are the long term
prospects for that rental property-is it going to
be sold in a year’s time, and the new land lord
decides to no longer allow pets? Then what are
you going to do? (And no, not everyone can afford
to just move). If you own a condo, does your
condo board allow for you to have a cat? If so, are
you sure that they will not change this down the
road? Many times, when these rulings change,
allowances are not made to “grandfather in” the
cats that are already there. So what are you going
to do? If you do own your own home, that is the
best situation, as that provides a more secure
environment for your cat, although not without
risks-people’s situations change-they switch jobs,
or get divorced or remarried… More about that
later).
Next you need to look at your job, and how much
time you are going to have to spend with a cat.
If you are a career person and are working 10,
12, 14 hour days, you might consider two cats so
that they are company for each other. Or maybe,
looking at all this time away from home, you may
want to rethink your decision to get a cat-when
will you have time/energy to play with him/her?
If you are in a job that may take you overseas, or
to another country, you need to think about who
will care for cat while you are away. If you work a
regular job, with fairly normal hours, you should
be able to spend time with your cat, as this is very
important to the well being of the animal.
Along with considering your work situation, you
4

also need to think about your financial situation.
Your cat will require a good diet, veterinary care
at least once a year, to be spayed/neutered (if not
already), and to have their vaccinations updated
regularly. As they grow age, they may also require
things such as dentistry. We suggest that a savings
account be set up for your cat so that the funds
are there for their health care when you need it.
You may also want to consider an insurance plan
to help with the cost of healthcare for your pet.
This brings us to the final, and perhaps most
crucial point to be considered-your marital
status. If you are single, are you going to get
married? If you are married, is your significant
other going to love the cat as much as you do?
Do they agree with getting a cat? Oftentimes,
the mate has allergies and so-out goes the cat. If
you are married, are you going to have children?
What if one of the kids develops severe allergies?
What are you going to do with the cat? (Usually in
these cases-out the door goes kitty). And life has
a way of taking us down many unexpected paths,
so who gets the cat in the case of divorce? And if
the cat IS kept by one spouse or another (and not
dumped at the local shelter), then what happens
when that spouse chooses to remarry?
Now there is the possibility of a blended family
where there is the chance that somebody may
have/develop allergies, or dislike cats….. And
with all the changes that this poor cat has gone
through (marriage, divorce, moving houses, new
people, etc, etc) yes, there is the risk that s/he
may develop behavioural problems. Most people,
at this point, will choose to get rid of the cat,
instead of realizing that they are to blame for this
cats’ change in behaviour, due to their ongoing
life style changes. It is your responsibility to
take care of this cat. Remember-s/he was there
first, and you made a life time commitment to
that cat-a commitment that many forget about
as time goes on. These fabulous creatures trust
us, and depend on us to take care of them. In
most of these situations, the cats either end up
euthanized, or taken to a shelter, which may then
not have space for a stray who may truly be in

need. And for those of you who already have a
cat, and now just can’t keep him/her- remember
that, no matter where you take them, there will
be fees for your cat to go to that shelter, rescue
or facility.
So, after sincere consideration of the above
points, you are now ready to add your new feline
friend to your life and make him/her a family
member. But wait!! There are still more things
for you to contemplate.
Based on the above information, do you want a
cat or a kitten? Kittens are cute and sweet, but
they are also busy, and require extra time and
care. A slightly older cat, while still playful, will
be a bit calmer, and their personality will be more
developed and apparent.
Do you want a purebred or a nice domestic
cat? If you want a purebred, then you will need
to do some research on the different breeds. You
can get information from The Edmonton Cat
Fanciers Club, who can give you suggestions
about the traits of certain breeds, but also, and
most importantly, can help put you in touch with
a responsible breeder.
But if it is a nice domestic cat that you want,
there are many in rescue groups and shelters
that would love to have home of their own, and
someone to call their own. Often these animals
are a good choice just because they are so
appreciative of the chance to have a caring and
loving home.
If adopting from a rescue group or shelter,
more than likely your cat or kitten will already
be spayed/neutered, have had one set of shots
and will more than likely be microchipped. This
is a win/win situation, as the adoption fees are
reasonable, thus helping you out financially, and
because of your choice, a homeless kitty gains a
wonderful, loving home.
Remember, these are wonderful, caring, loving
creatures, and they will provide you many, many
hours of love, and companionship. They will
always be there for you, so, if after reading this,
you decide to acquire a feline friend, I hope that
you will always be there for them
– Marjorie
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Hervey Alberta’s NEW Southern Connection!

Prayer for
Animals

Hear our humble
prayer,
O God, for our
friends the animals,
especially for
animals who are
suffering;for animals
that are overworked,
underfed and cruelly
treated;for all wistful
creatures in captivity
that beat their wings
against bars;
for any that are
hunted or lost
or deserted or
frightened or hungry;
for all that must be
put death.
We entreat for them
all Thy mercy and
pity, and for those
who deal with them
we ask a heart of
compassionand
gentle hands and
kindly words.Make
us, ourselves, to
be true friends to
animals, and so to
share the blessings
of the merciful.

Abandoned Cats

by Noreen Sutherland

Parts of Alberta may have had a cold rainy spring, but one thing is for certain and that is the weather has
nothing to do with people taking their kitty cats for a drive, then dumping them out and driving away leaving
the poor pet to fend for themselves. What happens to these trusting pets after you drive away?
Picture this: the pet waits in the same spot you dumped it for you to return. They haven’t any idea you will
not be returning that you dumped them like a bag of garbage. They wait & wait. It gets dark and they are now
hungry, thirsty & afraid. They do not understand why they were left alone in an unfamiliar area, but they trust
you will be back. Soon they wander around looking for a safe place to lay down. They hear the hungry coyotes
howling and perhaps feel uneasy. Most may survive the night and go looking for humans to feed them.
Yes, cats can hunt for food, however we must remember these kitty cats were once looked after in your home.
Most have never been outside and some may be young kittens, perhaps others have been declawed. They are not
use to hunting for food; they have relied on you to be a responsible pet owner and look after them. Mornings
arrives and still no owner to feed them breakfast. The abandoned kitty cat starts off to find their home & owner.
They get sidetracked along the way perhaps chased by dogs, encountering nasty weather and what about those
hungry coyotes. Many lonely, hungry, scary, and perhaps cold days & nights pass. The pet is looking pretty thin,
tired & their spirit has been broken. They no longer think about their owner because they are too busy trying to
survive. The kitty cat will get so thin, he/she will become boney, get ear mites, tape worm, eye infections, matted
fur, sore paws and other health issues. They get so they do not trust humans. Perhaps the cat will have to defend
itself from other animals and end up with injuries which will get infected. In many cases of abandonment the
coyotes will eat very well because the kitty cat may not survive long enough for a human to rescue. It the cat
should get rescued by a caring person, by this time the pet is not very trusting and will have issues that need to
be dealt with along with a visit to a vet. Many do not make it because they are so sick,injured and dehydrated.
Have you ever stayed with an abandoned kitty cat and looked into his/her eyes while it is being euthanized?
Well, I have and it is not easy to tell the pet that you are so sorry its owner was selfish and did not care. I have
shed tears many times over these helpless cats when there was nothing we could do to save them. I will ask
again; have you ever looked into the eyes of an abandoned pet? It is so very sad & cruel to dump your pet and
drive away. You are all they had and now they are alone & afraid. How can you sleep at night? Do you lay awake
frightened a coyote may devour your alive? Are you freezing in your bed trying to keep warm, do you go to bed
hungry & thirsty, do your frozen ears bleed & break off when they do warm up, does the skin on the bottoms of
your feet peel & bleed after they thaw? I think not! Another sad thing is, these irresponsible people will go out
and bring home another cute little kitty and in time guess where it will end up?
Noreen is always looking for rescue stories, cute stories (does not always have to be about cats), or other
relevant issues. If you have something to share, please feel free to email her at terra63@telus.net

Construction is moving along nicely on the City’s
new Animal Care and Control Centre, and it
could be done as early as September or October!
This $13.2 million facility will replace the City’s
aging Animal Services Facility to house over 8,000
lost pets each year. It will make disease control
and cleaning easier and will reduce the stress on
the animals in our care. Animal Control Officers
will also work out of this building, streamlining
the City’s enforcement and animal care services.
To learn more visit our website.

www.edmonton.ca or call 311
5
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Feline Book Reviews
What Will You Find In This Book?
All kinds of interesting, useful information, ideas and contacts that will open up a whole
new world for cat lovers everywhere. We’ve searched for the best and collected them all
together into a concise, simple little guide that you will appreciate having access to!

How Does It Work?

10 Top 10 Lists For Cat Lovers is a simple ebook in .pdf format that you download in about
10 seconds. It looks and acts like a regular notebook, except it’s on your computer. You
can scroll down the pages, move back and forth between chapters, adjust font size and
page display options.The best part is as long as you are connected to the Internet, you can
access any of the 100 sites listed directly, simply by clicking on them.

Once you use it, you’ll keep using it over and over again!
List #1: Cat Artists Online galleries and gift stores, portraits, jewelry, sculpture, fantasy cat art and much more,
all mediums and styles, and including The Society of Feline Artists.
List #2: Free Stuff Recipes, coupons, contests, graphics, computer items, websites, product samples, all the best
free things for cat lovers we could find!
List #3: Health From first aid and emergency care to the special needs of kittens and seniors, from general care
advice from vets and holistic healers to very detailed information on specific conditions, this list covers all your
feline health concerns.
List #4: Humour There’s some really funny cat stuff out there... The Cat Dictionary, The Cat User’s Manual,
Purrlitical Correctness, A Cat’s Miracle Diet... cat lovers will get these instantly & if you’re one that could use a laugh,
you’ll find it here.
List #5: Newsletters 10 of the best we could find, all free, all delivered reliably to your inbox and packed full of
information, tips, advice and news.
List #6: Online Communites My goodness, there’s a lot of cat people online. They’re actively involved in great,
userfriendly forums, blogs, associations and clubs that invite you to join in the fun and sharing.
List #7: “Other Stuff” Well, we had to make a misc. list because there’s just a lot of interesting sites that don’t fit
into one category. Cat myths, poetry, cards, names, pictures, quizzes and games, and much more.
List #8: Personal Sites This book would not be complete without a list for those talented cat lovers that create
wonderful warm personal sites, celebrating the special cats past and present that have touched their lives.
List #9: Shopping If you shop online, why not support these stores? Although the variety of items offered is truly
amazing, all these sites have two things in common... they are all professionally run and customer service oriented,
plus they donate a portion of their sales to catrelated charities and good causes.
List #10: Taking Action Cat lovers are dedicated to their causes, and to taking action to better the lives of all
cats. From small yet effective steps to huge undertakings, everyone can make a difference. The sites on this list
help you help cats in your own backyard and around the world.

How We Donate...

Full 50% Donated For every book sold through this website 50% of the sale price, or $4.99, is designated for donation. Each month we
choose 10 non profit organizations, and whatever funds we have to donate from sales for that month are divided evenly between them. We use
Paypal for these transactions to facilitate instant transfer of funds and for ease of record keeping. Public Records Record keeping is an
important aspect of being accountable to you, our readers. We are diligent in keeping track of how much goes where, and when, and we publish
that information here on this site and in our free monthly newsletter. These public records are updated each month. No Conditions When we
donate funds to a group, we do not stipulate or even suggest how the funds should be used. We leave that decision solely up to the discretion of
each individual organization, believing that they know better than anyone else how best to use whatever we can send them.

The people behind “10 top 10 Lists for Cat Lovers” have already donated twice to the Hervey Foundation!
To learn more about them, or to purchase this e-book, please visit www.cats.10top10lists.com
You will also be able to read the touching story of the kitty who inspired them to do this work!
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Feline Book Reviews

“Hero Cat”
by Eileen Spinelli

This is a delightfully illustrated children’s book, based on the true story of Scarlett, the cat
who bravely sacrificed to save her kittens from a burning building in 1996. While written for
younger age groups, this beautiful, moving story will captivate and inspire all age groups. It
may lead to a greater interest in this story, which you can feed by looking up the following
titles: “Scarlett Saves her Family” by Jane Martin and “The Bravest Cat” by Laura Driscoll.
Or do a web search on this story-it is sure to bring tears to your eyes, and just may give you
a different perspective on life!

My mom affectionately calls her home the “zoo”. With 4 cats and a Dog (all rescued
adoptees) I think she may be right! – Kelle
Max
Sutekh

Buttons

Miko

Ronnie
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‘TIDBITS’ for Kitties!
Welcome to a fun new feature in our Mewsletter! “Tidbits” will
bring you a new recipe, or a fun fact about Feline Cuisine every edition!
We hope your feline companions will enjoy the selection for this fall!
(you may not be able to resist snitching a taste either!)

Eggs...tasy
• 1 tbsp olive oil
• 1 egg
• 2 tbsp milk
• 1/4 cup grated cheese
Serves one

1. Put the oil in a small frying pan on low heat.
2. Beat the egg and milk together.
3. Once the oil looks medium-hot, slowly pour in the
mixture, and then gently stir with a wooden spoon,
ensuring the mixture doesn’t start to fry.
4. Add the grated cheese to the mixture, and fold over
the edges when firm.
5. Cook until quite hard, cool, and then cut into bitesized pieces.

TidBit

Eggs are highly
digestible protein for a
cat, whose protein
requirements are much
higher than most animals.
Many cats really enjoy a
snack of cooked eggs-and as
an extra plus-adding cooked
eggs to their diet helps give
them a soft shiny coat!
Marjorie Hervey, president &
founder of the Hervey Foundation
serves her kitties scrambled eggs
as a treat quite frequently.

Now that’s the cat’s meow!!
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! Only about 80% of cats have the gene that allows them to respond to the effects of catnip.
The other 20% are not affected by it
! A cat’s nose pad is as unique as a human fingerprint. No two nose prints are identical.

! The Giraffe, Camel and Cat are the only animals that walk by moving both their left feet, then both
their right feet, when walking. This method of walking ensures speed, agility and silence.
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ARTRA ART SCHOOL
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Lucy the Elephant

On April 5 we had the pleasure once again of joining Lucy at the Valley Zoo while
she painted one of her wonderful masterpieces for our annual silent auction
fund raiser. I was joined by Hervey Foundation volunteer Bill Hamilton, and
also by Tammy Francis, Hervey Foundation volunteer and silent auction coordinator. We arrived at one in the afternoon, and as it was such a beautiful
day, it was time for Lucy to go on her walk. We were glad to join her. She was
scheduled to do the painting at 2 and so we were back in time for that. This
activity was so much fun with her. She decided she wanted to do two paintings
that day, so we were able to have our choice! After her art session, it was time
for her to play with her latest toy-an inner tube! for more exercise, and then
once again we went for a long walk and stayed with her while she did the
exercises that she needs to do three times a day to help her with her arthritis.

It was a fun day for us all and we thank the Valley Zoo once again for this privilege.

News & Events
Looking for OLD issues of the MEWSletter?

• You can easily download the most current as well as past issues from our website
www.herveycats.com
• You can be one of the first to know when our website is updated, by signing up with a free
service called “Change Detection”/www.changedetection.com

Feline Book Reviews

Have you read a good book on cats (fiction, non fiction, children, adults, etc) Send a brief
review to www.info@herveycats.com. We will put your review in upcoming Mewsletters!

Tell us About YOUR Cat!

If anyone has pictures or stories of their adopted kitties that they would like to share in
upcoming Mewsletters, please send toinfo@herveycats.com We’d love to have them!

Mark your Calendars!
• Edmonton Cat Fanciers Family Furball Fun Day HAS BEEN CANCELLED!
We look forward to seeing everybody at the Edmonton Pet Expo in January!
• The 10th Annual Edmonton Pet Expo
January 22-23, 2011 at the Edmonton Northlands Expo, Center Hall A
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Thank you to Morinville vet
clinic for their loving care
of our animals
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EDMONTON CAT FANCIERS CLUB
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The ad you saw in the newspaper
read, “Purebred kittens $100.00
without papers or $300.00 with.”
When you ‘phone the “breeder,” you
are told it’s expensive to register. Not
true! At the time of this publication,
the cost to register an entire litter is
only $7.00 (US). So what’s the deal?
Chances are these kittens are
not even registerable, and you are
about to fall victim to the“Backyard
Breeder.”
“What is a backyard breeder,” you
ask? It is a person who is trying to
make money by selling domestic
kittens that they feel look like a
recognized breed. They often are sold
too young, without vaccines, and
sometimes in questionable health.
These kittens do not have health
guarantees, nor do they come with a
neuter/spay contract. And once they
are sold to you, you are on your own!
How can you avoid problems when
purchasing a kitten? First, by doing
some research, visiting a cat show
and talking to breeders there, reading
some books, talking to other breeders,
or maybe even surfing the ‘net. This
will help you decide which traits you
desire in a cat. Appearance is not the
only thing to consider: personality,
liveliness, and amount of grooming
required are also important factors.
It may take a while to find the kitten
of your dreams; but a happy, healthy,
appropriately-socialized kitten is well
worth the wait.
Never purchase a kitten
on impulse: remember,
this cat will be with you
for the next
15-20
years,
so this is a
decision
not
to be taken
lightly. All too
often, those cute
impulse-buys
end up at
a shelter

or as a stray when they no longer
fit the lifestyle of the purchaser.
So you have done your homework
and you are ready to purchase a
kitten. What should you look for in a
breeder? It should be someone who
is knowledgeable about the breed
and is willing to discuss the animals’
good points, as well as potential
bad points. You should be welcomed
into the home or cattery to visit not
only the kittens, but the breeding
cats, as well. The cat area should be
clean, and the cats should have fresh
water and clean litter boxes, as well
as appear to be healthy. The kittens
should be active and playful. They
may approach you with some caution
at first, but after a few minutes they
should be ready to interact with you.
Beware of sick-looking kittens (ones
with running eyes or noses), as well
as kittens that may sit off on their
own, unwilling to participate with
other kittens.
Never purchase a kitten just because
you feel sorry for it and want to get it
out of that house. Giving money to
a bad breeder will only encourage
and help him/her to produce more
unhealthy kittens. The only way to
break the cycle is to make sure they
can’t make any money. Don’t give
them yours! Similarly, purchasing a
kitten from a pet store is only helping
these people to make a lot of money
from a huge pet overpopulation
problem.

At the time of purchase, the breeder
should supply you with a written
contract outlining the agreement
between you as to such matters
as refund policy (elapsed time,
monetary consideration, etc.). Kittens
sold as pets will have to be spayed/
neutered, and it is common practice
for breeders to retain the registration
papers until they have a copy of the
spay/neuter certificate. The kittens
should be at least 12 weeks old
before they go to a new home. At
this age, they should have had two
sets of vaccines, and their immune
system will have developed enough
to withstand the stress of a new
home. Also, they have passed what is
called the “fear imprint” stage. This is
the stage where trauma or stress can
affect a cat’s personality forever. For
this reason, it’s not recommended
to take a kitten away from its family
between 6 and 10 weeks of age.
If you have decided a purebred
kitten is not in your budget, then
please visit a rescue society or a local
shelter to look for your new friend.
These kittens and cats have been vetchecked, vaccinated, and are very
much in need of homes.
If you have already “got your deal,”
then perhaps this information will
help you out the next time that you
are ready for a new member of your
family. If you need some help in
locating a breeder of a specific breed,
please feel free to contact Kathy
Byram at 780-903-1766, who will be
pleased to help you. You can also visit
the website of The International Cat
Association at www.tica.org.

To learn more, visit us at
www.edmontoncat.ab.ca
Join us when you can and often!
By Bev Betkowski, Director for the
Edmonton Cat Fanciers Club
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Pretty Kitty Korner!
by Machelle Lutz
As a groomer who specializes in cat grooming I get a lot of queries this time
of year about shaving cats for various reasons. Some of the reasons are for fun;
owners like the famous lion cut on their cat, seasonal; the owners feel the cat
is too hot with all that fur, environmental; they don’t want to deal with all the
shedding in the home, or their cat has numerous matts; and the owner and/or
the cat cannot manage to remove the matts.
Whatever the reason everyone has an opinion about shaving a cat whether
good or bad. As a groomer my opinion has to do with the health of the animal.
As everybody knows cats like to be clean, some dogs will happily run through
mud and puddles, dig holes halfway to China or roll in unidentified revolting
smelly whatever it is, not cats. You will never catch a cat lazing around with
stuff dripping off of them grinning like crazy. So in the interest of good health
we need to attend to the grooming of our pets.
Dogs, cats and rabbits need to have their ears cleaned to remove excess
debris and to keep them clean and dry to prevent possible ear infections and
or parasites, nails trimmed for the integrity of the foot and nails, eyes wiped
clear of any discharge and for the breeds with deep folds in the face these
also need to be kept clean and dry to prevent infections.
Teeth also need to be attended to at least weekly if not daily. Groomers and
Vets constantly hear about bad breath and the cause is the same for pets as
it is for people. If you did not brush your teeth ever or only when you visited
the dentist what would your breath smell like and what condition would your teeth be in?
The skin and coat need consistent attention as well, the skin needs to be clean to be able to breathe and the
coat should be free of excess oils and dirt with no buildup of undercoat. Fur that is matted or has an excess of undercoat cannot insulate
the animal in fact it does the opposite so your pet will feel the heat or cold more than it normally would if it had a clean brushed out coat.
Pet owners may not be aware that the majority of matts can be brushed out by an experienced groomer thus saving the coat however pet
owners must be aware that this involves a certain amount of discomfort for the animal to intense pain.
The only way to avoid this is to make sure that matts do not develop in the first place and to remove them as soon as they are discovered.
Grooming is not just for vanity it is an important part of good health for your pet.
Pet owners may not be aware that the majority of matts can be brushed out by an experienced groomer thus saving the coat however
pet owners must be aware that this involves a certain amount of discomfort for the animal to intense pain. The only way to avoid this is
to make sure that matts do not develop in the first place and to remove them as soon as they are discovered.
Grooming is not just for vanity it is an important part of good health for your pet.

Cat Psalms And More Cat Psalms
Dog Psalms And More Dog Psalms
(Four Texts of Prayers My Cats and Dogs Have Taught Me)

Four wonderful books for all of us who’s cats and dogs have given us more than we can ever give them.
These books written by (1) Herbert Brokering a pastor, writer, poet, pilgrimage guide and genuine cat and
dog lover who in his wisdom has managed to link, as he thinks, the thoughts of cats and dogs, to prayers
by the human as they,(2) speak of their cat and dog like nature to God. As Mr. Brokering says, “Cats help
me pray,” and in his companion books about dogs he states (3) “ My relationship with dogs mirrors my
relationship with God .”
If you are interested in purchasing these books, they are available
locally through:

Universal Church Supplies Inc. 11105 - 102 Avenue
Edmonton Alberta T5K 2P4 (780) 429 -3153
Note: (1) Mini- biography of Mr. Brokering and (2) quotes taken directly
from back cover of “Cat Psalms”,(3) quote taken from the introduction
to Dog Psalms. Please note: The Hervey Foundation does not receive any
funding from the sales of these books, but we are happy to recommend
these books.
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K9 KORRUPTION

Basic Safety
There are basic rules you need to follow when you own an
aggressive dog. These rules are for the safety of your family
and the public. This handout is for the purpose of safety
and will not help solve your pets aggression issues.

What is aggression?
Dog will show a number of different body postures when displaying
aggressive behavior. The more serious forms are:
• Growling
• Snapping (without making contact)
• Biting (every level of pressure & may /may not include a puncture)
• Baring teeth
The above body language is a normal part of dogs communicating
but can be dangerous to humans. Any growling, snapping, biting and
baring teeth towards a human should be taken seriously. If your dog is
displaying any of the above contact a qualified professional.
*** Remember: Neither the Canadian Government nor any Provincial jurisdiction regulates
the conduct or skill of Animals trainers or behaviorists. The Alberta Veterinarian Medical
Associations (AVMA) only recognizes Animal Behaviorist who are veterinarians and how are
board certified by American College of Veterinarian Behavior (AVCB) as animal behaviorists. ***

How to Find A Qualified
Professional:
Where did the trainer learn how to deal with dogs with aggression? (The
length that a person has been training dog does not only qualify them)
What type of training tools are used when training?
(You need to make sure you are comfortable with how they are going to
train your dog, if you are not find some else)
Do they ‘guarantee’ to cure your dog’s aggression (Aggression can not
be cured, only managed and modified. No one will know completely how
a dog will react to training.)
Do they have references from other trainers, and clients?
Does the trainer seem frustrated or upset when you ask these questions?
(A good trainer should be willing to answer any questions.) Contact
more then one trainer, vet, and animal behaviorist to compare them.

• Contact a qualified professional immediately.  If you do not have the
training to deal with a dog that is aggressive you can cause your dogs
aggression to get worse.
• Have your vet completely examine your dog; this may include blood
testing to make sure there is no medical reason for the aggression. A
large number of dogs have some type of medical problem that may not
be showing any other obvious symptoms.
• Do not subject your dog to situations you know cause your dog to
aggress.

Dogs that are Aggressive to People:
• Have a muzzle on your dog when ever they are in the presents of
people that do not live in your home. If the muzzle is fitted correctly, it
will prevent the dog from biting.
• Do not threaten your dog in anyway during or after the aggression has
occurred. This is most likely to cause your dog to increase the level
aggression.
• Have you dog on leash when public is present.
You are liable for what your dog does, and if you know your dog can be
aggression you can sued.
• If your dog is possessive aggression (guard’s food or other objects) do
not let your dog have access to these, and feed your dog in safe area
such as a separate room.

Dogs that are Aggression to Dogs:
• Do not take your dog to an off leash dog park.
• Do not continue to bring your dog around other dogs that he/she is
showing aggression to. This will only increase the aggression.

Here at K9 Korruption, we believe that when you are
working with your dog(s) it should be fun for both the
dog and the handler, so always remember keep it fun!

Dan Roufosse • K9 Korruption Dog Sports
www.k9korruption.com
k9korruption@gmail.com •780.850.3521
13
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Who is K9 Korruption?
K9 Korruption competes in
many dog sports including Disc
Dog, Agility, and Flyball within
Alberta
and
around Canada.
Our team consists
of an array of dogs
of various breeds,
sizes, ages, and
aptitudes. Several
of the dogs in
K9 Korruption
s t a r t e d
their life journey in
need of forever homes
at
local animal shelters or rescue
societies around Alberta, and
found their way into our hearts
and on to our team. These dogs
now compete at top levels and
hold multiple titles in numerous
sports. K9 Korruption came to

K9 fun
at PET
EXPO!
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fruition when several dedicated
and loving dog guardians united
with a vision of launching a dog
sports team whose philosophy
centered upon facilitating
family-friendly experiences
in
an
encouraging
and
constructive
environment
that
fostered
joviality
and progression for
both humans and their
loyal companions. Dogs
and friends have been
seen in various places this past
spring and summer at many
animal fundraising events,
including Avenue Goes To The
Dogs and Pets In The Park. K9
Korruption was also asked by
the Government of Alberta to be
a part of the Canada Day event at

the legislative grounds with our
dogs. If you are an Edmonton
Eskimos fan then you may
have seen our disc dogs back
in August, performing on the
field during the Saskatchewan
Roughriders game.

What Is Disc Dog?
The sport now known as disc dog
has grown to international status
with hundreds of competitions
taking place on a variety of
levels in countries around the
world. Contemporary disc dog
events range from long distance
throwing and breath-taking
jumps to precisely directed
orientation and meticulously
choreographed routines between
dogs and humans. The canine

competition
offers
distinct
divisions for competitors of
different size, age and skill level.
Disc dog competitions are an
exciting and enjoyable experience
for dogs, competitors, families and
spectators. Unlike so many other
organized sports, disc dog events
promote the development of selfesteem, confidence, inclusivity,
communication and friendly
competition in a communityminded, positive atmosphere.
Everyone wants both the dogs
and the handlers to do well and
succeed at meeting or exceeding
their goals. K9 Korruption disc
trials are sanctioned through
Take Flight Disc Dog Association
(TFDDA), which authorizes and
regulates all Alberta disc trial
events.
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FUNDRAISING
The Foundation requires funds on an ongoing basis. Throughout the year we partner with selected
groups to raise funds to help us help the kitties. Please assist us in any way you can. If you or
someone you know can help us out with fund raising opportunities – both on an ongoing basis
and helping with our renovations on the Sanctuary – please contact Marjorie @ 780-963-4933.
BOTTLES may be dropped off to Carmen at Home grown Foods in Stony Plain.
The bottles are recycled and the funds donated to us.
For those of you who purchase your fuel at HUSKY OR MOHAWK STATIONS, we have cards available to use with every purchase, and 2% of
the purchase price will be donated to the Hervey Foundation. Please contact us to get your card today!
CANADIAN TIRE MONEY The Foundation purchases cleaning supplies, garbage bags and other essentials on an on-going basis. If you wish to
help us out with these supplies, send your Canadian Tire Money to Box 12 Site 200 RR2, Stony Plain, AB T7Z 1X2.

Fundraise for the Hervey Kitties while shopping online!
YOU can raise money for the Foundation while doing your normal online shopping!
Please visit our website www.herveycats.com and go to the ‘Donations’ page. By simply
clicking on the banner you find there, you will be taken to a site where you can select The Hervey
Foundation for Cat as your chosen charity to support.
Then just shop at the many stores on the site, and,through Shop and Share’s affiliate program, the
Foundation will receive a percentage.
Shopping and helping the kitties too! Now that’s multitasking!

ALL DONATIONS WELCOME • CALL MARJORIE : 780-963-4933

The Hervey Foundation for Cats can now accept donations via

www.canadahelps.org

This is beneficial to us, because Canada Helps has a slightly lower
transaction fee than paypal. It is beneficial to the donor because they
are sent an immediate PDF format tax receipt via email directly from
the Canada Helps website.
The button for donating through Canada Helps can be found on our
website www.herveycats.com.
However, we are extremely grateful for donations however they come,
and our Paypal account is still active for those who wish to send in
their donations via Paypal.
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All About Cats!

Determining the Age of a Kitten
WEIGHT
Birth: At birth kittens usually weigh between

90 - 100 grams.
0 – 3 days: The umbilical cord is still attached.
7 - 10 days: The eyes begin to open.
2 - 3 weeks:: The kitten begins to stand, the eyes
and earsopen.
4 weeks: The kitten begins playing and exploring
her environment.
5 weeks: They should be fairly confident on their
feet by this age.
6 + weeks: The kittens are extremely active. Teeth
are also a handy tool in figuring out the age of kittens.

Baby teeth
2 weeks: Deciduous incisors (the small teeth at the

front) beginto come in.
3 - 4 weeks: Deciduous canines (the long, pointy
teeth next tothe front teeth) begin to come in.
4 - 6 weeks: Deciduous pre-molars (also known
bicuspids, these are the teeth located between the
canine and molarteeth) begin to come in.
8 weeks: All baby teeth have come in.

Adult teeth
2 - 16 weeks: Incisors come in.
4 - 6 months: Canines, pre-molars & molars come in.
7 months: All adult teeth should be fully developed.

SPONSORSHIP DIRECTORY

MORINVILLE VETERINARY CLINIC
Providing in-clinic and house call services
for Dogs, Cats & other household pets
• Wellness Clinic
• Medical Clinic
9804 - 90 Avenue,
• Pet Lodge and Boarding
Morinville
• Grooming Facility
780-939-3133
• Pet Nutrition & Supplies
The Valley Zoo Development
Society office is located right
inside the Valley Zoo (Buena
Vista Road and 134 Street
Edmonton, Alberta). Office
Hours are 8:30am - 4:00pm
Monday to Friday. Please contact
the Valley Zoo Development
Society By Mail: Box 2359
Edmonton, AB T5J 2R7
By Phone: 780 496-6924
Email: vzds@telusplanet.net
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SPONSORSHIP DIRECTORY
IT’s only $50 an issue to
advertise your business
card in the Mewsletter!
Call Marjorie Hervey 780.963.4933
info@herveycats.com

10%
OFF

website
orders!
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DONATIONS
Our Main Source of funds is you our supporters

Don’t forget its TAX DEDUCTIBLE!

Share the Care Program
One of the ways YOU can help us care for the cats is through our Share the Care Program. Through
this program you can help to feed, care and house these that, through health or other issues are
un-adoptable. These animals live in a home like environment at our facility. Please consider a
single lump sum or monthly donations. All are gratefully accepted!
The Foundation is powered by volunteers only-there are no paid employees of the
Foundation, nor do the owners/directors of the Foundation receive remuneration
whatsoever - all funds are used for the care of the animals and operation of the Sanctuary.

You can have the opportunity to help out these
cats as follows:
$10........a month feeds a cat
$20........a month feeds and houses a cat
$30........a month feeds, houses and provides
health care for a cat

I want to help the Foundation carry on its important work. Please find my TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATION.
n to:

Mail your donatio

ation for Cats
The Hervey Found200, RR2
Box 12, Site
Z 1X2
Stony Plain, AB T7
Call (780) 963-4933

Box 12, Site 200, RR2 Stony Plain, AB T7Z 1X2

C.R.A. # 899091128RR0001
Alberta Charitable # 3101541

www.herveycats.com info@herveycats.com
Phone: 780-963-4933 Fax: 780-963-5921

Donate safely and

Name

easily online:

www.herveycats.

Address

co m

City
Postal Code

Phone (optional)

email

PAYMENT INFO

Please check this box if you
require a tax receipt.
A stamped, self-addressed
envelope is appreciated!

Cheque(s) amount $
(Post dated cheques accepted)

Credit Card amount $

(Charge my card this amount monthly)

amount $

(One time charge only)

Acct. #
Expiry

Validation #

Name on Card
Signature
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We are required by law to provide you with the following information: It costs us on average about $ 1,000.00 per newsletter to print & mail out this newsletter.
This amounts to approximately $ 1.50 per newsletter. Expected proceeds $2000.00.

